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To determine the best configuration from all candidate configurations, it was necessary
first to calculate minimum system weights and performance. To optimize the design, it is
necesary to vary configuration-specific variables such as total system weight, thrust-to-
weight ratios, burn durations, t_tal thrust available, and mass fraction for the system.
Optimizing each of these variaides at the same time is technically unfeasible and not
necessarily mathematically possible. However, discrete sets of data can be generated
which will eliminate many candidate configurations. From the most promising
remaining designs, a final configuration can be selected.
To easethisoptimizationprocessan interactivespreadsheetwas created.Itacceptedinitial
thrusttoweight ratios,number ofmain engines,vehicledry weight, and initial(pre-
separation)burn time.From thisinformation,itcalculatedmaximum weights and
propellantmass fractionsavailableforeach vehicleand the finalpost-separationburn
time forthe orbiter.
ARer selectingthe number ofenginesand thrusttoweightratiosforboth theboosterand the
orbiter,the lengthofthe initialburn was variedtomaximize fuelavailabletothe orbiterfor
the second phase burn.This maximum weight was then used to determine tank sizings
which dictatedtotalvolume necessarywithinthe boosterand orbiter.
Included are the three most important designsconsidered:one which closelyapproximates
the designcriteriasetforthina Marshall Space FlightCenter studyofthe ShuttleII;the
configurationused in the initialproposal;and the finalconfigurationpresentedand
analyzed in this report. Note that these three systems represent important iterative steps in
our final design.

























































Fuel Available Initially 1,128,303.57 ibm
Initial Boost Engines 5.00
Initial Boost Fuel 631,351.00 Ibm
Reservoir Fuel Pumped 496, 952.57 ibm
OVERALL DATA
Thrust/Weight I. 3034
Initial Boost Engines 9.00
Total Thrust at Takeoff 3, 271,725.00 ibf
Available Takeoff Weight 2,310,053.57 ibm
Dry Weight 340, 000. O0 ibm
Payload 60, 000. O0 Ibm
RCS Fuel (MMH/NO4) 30,000.00 Ibm
Total Dry Weight 430, 000.00 ibm
Fuel Weight 2, 080,053.5"/ ibm
Fuel Available Initially 2, 080,053.57 Ibm
Initial Boost Engines 9. 00
Initial Boost Fuel I, 136,431.80 Ibm
Fuel Available Finally 943, 621.77 ibm
Initial Boost Burn Time








Max Fuel - Hydrogen







Max Fuel - Hydrogen




































Initial Boost Engines 5.00
Total Thrust at Takeoff I, 817, 625.00 ibf
Available Takeoff Weight I, 514, 687.50 ibm
Dry Weight 180,000.00 ibm
Payload 60,000.00 ibm
RCS Fuel (MMH/NO4) 20,000.00 ibm
Total Orbiter Weight 260,000.00 ibm





































Fuel Available Initially 1, 128,303.57 Ibm
Initial Boost Engines 5.00
Initial Boost Fuel 564, 893.00 Ibm
Reservoir Fuel Pumped 563, 410.57 Ibm
OVERALL DATA
Thrust/Weight 1.2923
Initial Boost Engines 10.00
Total Thrust at Takeoff 3, 635,250.00 ibf
Available Takeoff Weight 2, 612, 991.07 ibm
Dry Weight 340, 000.00 ibm
Payload 60,000.00 ibm
RCS Fuel (MMH/NO4) 30,000.00 ibm
Total Dry Weight 430, 000.00 lbm
Fuel Weight 2,382,991.07 ibm
Fuel Available Initially 2,382, 991.07 ibm
Initial Boost Engines I0.00
Initial Boost Fuel i, 129, 786.00 ibm
Fuel Available Finally I, 253,20S.07 ibm
Initial Boost Burn Time








Max Fuel - Hydrogen







Max Fuel - Hydrogen


















































































I, 55T, 964.29 ibm
160,000.00 ibm
10,000.00 ibm
170, 000. 00 Ibm
1,387,964.29 ibm
Fuel Available Initially 1,387,964.29 Ibm
Initial Boost Engines 6.00
Initial Boost Fuel 843,067.20 ibm
Reservoir Fuel Pumped 544,897.09 Ibm
OVERALL DATA
Thrust/Weight 1.3125
Initial Boost Engines 10.00
Total Thrust at Takeoff 3, 635,250.00 Ibf
Available Takeoff Weight 2, 769, 714.29 Ibm
Dry Weight 340, 000. 00 ibm
Payload 60,000.00 ibm
RCS Fuel (MMH/NO4) 30,000.00 Ibm
Total Dry Weight 430, 000.00 ibm
Fuel Weight 2,339,714.29 ibm
Fuel Available Initially 2,339,714.29 ibm
Initial Boost Engines I0.00
Initial Boost Fuel i, 405, 112.00 ibm
Fuel Available Finally 934, 602.29 ibm
Initial Boost Burn Time








Max Fuel - Hydrogen







Max Fuel - Hydrogen
























196, 280. 61 ibm
1, 189, 683. 67 lbm
45,372.10 ft^3
16, 585. I0 ft^3































































































































: Initial Boost Burn Time








Max Fuel - Hydrogen









































Max Fuel - Hydrogen
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2.0 STME Performance Calculation Summary
A model ofthe totalthrustavailablefrom the Space TransportationMain Engines used on
the Shuttle II was necessary to evaluate its launch profile. Thrust is a function of many
variables, including nozzle expansion ratio, exit velocity, ambient pressure and exit
pressure. Since the STME uses a translatable skirt, the expansion ratio of the engine could
be set at discrete values of 35:1, 70:1, and 150:1. To insure that the engine operated most
efficiently during all points in the launch, it was necessary to calculate the altitudes at
which the skirt should be translated. This analysis was performed by calculating thrust
coefficients for all three nozzles and finding the points of intersection.
These calculations were based on the data presented in the Aeroject contractor's report for
the STME. The 1962 standard atmosphere was used as a model for pressure and density as
functions of altitude. Most of the engine data was solved using simple, iterative
techniques, isentropic relations, and graphical methods.
Given an expansion ratio for a particular nozzle and an appropriate value for the
coefficient of specific heats, the exit Mach number may be determined.
Assuming 7 = 1.24fora mixture ofliquidoxygen and liquidhydrogen in a 6:1 mass ratio,
and the first(fixed)nozzleexpansion ratioof35:1,thisisentropicrelationholds:
This functionmay be solvediterativelyto obtainexitMach numbers forthe nozzles.This
was solvedusing the included iterative,and the followingwere obtained as the exitMach
numbers:




Next, the flowin a nozzlemay be assumed tobe very nearlyisentropic,such thatthe
chamber pressuremay be relatedtothe nozzleexitpressurethrough the isentropicrelation
Given a chamber pressure of2385 psiaunder normal power levelsand 3125 psia under
emergency conditions,the followingexitpressures were obtained:
Pe PeOZPL 
For e ffi35:1 5.069 6.642
For e= 70:1 2.058 2.696
For e = 150:1 0.771 1.010
For a given expansion ratio, a nozzle will have a maximum efficiency at a certain design
altitude. At this altitude, the exit pressure is equal to the ambient pressure of the












In ordertoobtainthe properaltitudesatwhich the sectionsofthe nozzleshouldbe extended,
the followingprocedure is followed.
The thrust coefficient is defined as:
"1-
C..r = ----- ---P. A*
Since thrust varies with altutde, this expression may be rewritten as:
For example, considerthe nozzlewith an expansion ratioof70:1at an altitudeof50,000 feet.
Similarly,thrust coefficientsfor other nozzleand atmospheric conditionsmay be
calculated.As shown in Figure 2.1.1,the pointswhere these graphs crossindicatethe
altitudeswhere the nozzlesshould be translatedformaximum e_ciency.
For Normal Power Levels,the translationaltitudeswere found tobe 36,900feetand 56,500
























































































































25000 5.4540 1.7542 1.7732
26909 5.2200 1.7577 1.7758
27000 4.9940 1.7610 1.7783
28000 4.7770 1.7642 1.7808
29,000 4.5670 1.7672 1.7831
30000 4.3640 I,.7702 117854
31000 4.1690 !.7731 1.7876
32000 3.9810 1.7758 1.7897
33000 3.8000 1.7785 1.7917
34000 3.6260 1.7811 1.7537




































































1.6907 1.73576.4750 1.7392 1.7617
I






























































































43000 2.3550 1.7997 1.8079 1.8116 1.8280 1.7739
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To prove the flightworthinessand technicalfeasibilityofthe ASTS as proposed,a launch
profilewas constructedand simulated.This simulationconsisitedofa dynamic model of
the vehicle'sinstantaneousposition,velocity,acceleration,thrust,weight,orientation,
and flightpath with respecttothe horizon.In additiontothisvehicle-specificdata,
atmospheric conditionssuch as temperature,pressure,and densitywere modeled.
The basicformat ofthissimulationwas a fourth-orderRunge-Kutta integrationscheme. A
number ofasumptions were necessaryto developthismodel ofthe launch trajectory.First,
the model isconstrainedby a run time ofapproximate seven minutes and a totaldistance
downrange not exceeding 800 nauticalmiles,sothe surfaceofthe earth was modeled as
being fiat.In addition,rotationaleffectsofthe earth were neglected.This assumption
cannot degrade the validityofresults,sinceitcouldonly createconditionsmore favorable
to a due eastlaunch from Kennedy Space Center.Drag forceswere neglectedfortwo
principalreasons:they can be consideredsmall in comparison to thrustforcesnecessary
fora ballistictrajectory,and they would not exceedthe advantages gainedby
incorporatingthe earth'srotation.
All initialconditionswere setbased on valuescalculatedfrom the designprocessoutlined
in Section1.0.Burn times,initialweights,totalthrustavailable,and fuelavailableare the
the most noteworthy examples.Thrust was computed as a funcitonofaltitude,based on
translationaltitudesforthe extendableskirton the STME nozzles,pressureforces,and
known valuesofsea leveland vacuum values.Itwas estimatedthat the maximum
acceptablepitchratewas 0.5degreesper secondto retainstabilityduring launch.This is
the value used inthe program forallpitchmanuevers.
Beforefinalizingthe launch profile,itwas necessarytoestablishthe range oforbitsinto
which the orbitercouldbe successfullylaunched.Based on currentSTS mission analyses
and estimationsofmaximum altitudeand velocityavailableatthisaltitude,our launch
goalwas projectedtobe an altitudeof100 nauticalmilesand a velocityequal tothatofthe
localcircularspeed.Inclinationwas variedduringflightboth toachievethisorbitand to









Written by Del Johnson (in TML Pascal II vl.00 under MPW v2.02)
Written for AE447-AE449 Shuttle II design group (Fall 1988 - Spring 1989)
This program is designed to model the flight of design configurations for the
Shuttle II Launch System. Design data was used in the model. Results from the
execution of these programs was used in an iterative process to fine-tune the
model as presented in the report.
Definition of variables u[i]:
{ Integral variables.. }
u[ 1] - u[x]
u[ 2] - u[xd]
u[ 3] -u[y]
u[ 4] - u[yd]
u[ 5] m u[th]
U[ 6] " u[thd]
m Location along the x-axis
m Time rate of change of location along the x-axis
m Location along the y-axis
- Time rate of change of location along the y-axis
mAngle with respect to the y-axis
m Time rate of change of angle with respect to the y-axis
( Other variables._ }
u[ ] - u[alpha] m Angle of attack
u[ ] m u[gamma]m Flight path angle
u[ ] - u[w_] m Total vehicle weight
u[ ] m U[wEd] m Time rate of change of total vehicle weight
u[ ] m u[dens] - Density of the atmosphere
u[ ] - u[press] - Density of the atmosphere




( Number of equations.. }
numIntEquationa - 6;
numTotEquationa - 11;
{ Time Considerations.. }
tbegin m 0.00; ( seconds }
tend . 420.00; ( seconds }
dt m 0.i0; { seconds }
cint n I0;
cola m 4;
{ Subscripts of the variables of motion_ }
15
xd - 1 ;
x - 2;
yd " 3 ;
y - 4;













{ Constants related to the problem. }
{ Mathematical constants.. }
cony - 57.29577951; { degrees/radians }
{ Physical constants.. }
Re - 20938912.00000; ( feet }
gO - 32.17400; { feet/second^2 }
rho - 0.0023768; { pound-mass/feet^3 }
rho0 - 0.0023768; { pound-mass/feet^3 }
Psl - 14.70000; { pound-force/inches^2 }
{ Vehicle characteristics.. }
thr0 - 363535.00000; { ibf }
wtd0 - -949.40000; { ibm/sec }
pressAlt s
densAlt -
25000.00000; { feet }




3247.22085; { inches^2 }
6503.88219; { inches^2 }







26700.00000; { feet }
45800.00000; { feet }
66300.00000; { feet }
20400.00000; { feet }
40200.00000; { feet }
60600.00000; { feet }
transAltlNPL - 36900.0000; { feet }
transAlt2NPL - 56500.0000; { feet }
transAltlEPL - 31100.0000; { feet }
transAlt2EPL - 50800.0000; { feet }
PelNPL - 5.069; { ibf/feet^2 }
Pe2NPL - 2.058; { Ibf/feet^2 }
16
Pe3NPL - 0.771; { ibf/feet^2 }
PelEPL - 6.642; { Ibf/feet^2 }
Pe2EPL - 6.296; { ibf/feet^2 }














- 0.00; { feet/second }
- 0.00; { feet }
- 0.00; { feet/second }
- 0.00; { feet }
- 90.00; { degrees }
- 0.00; { feet/second }
type¸
uArray - array [1..numTotEquations] of extended;





sp : array [1..numTotEquations] of integer;
DryWtBooster, DryWtOrbiter, wt0 : extended;
t : extended;
time : array [I..6] of extended;
k : array [l..4,1..numIntEquations] of extended;
u, uu : uArray;
i,j,m,n : integer;
printset : set of printrange;
{ Variables of motion_ )
wtd, thr, thd : extended;
thrMax : extended;
m_mm_mmm_mmmmm_mmmm_m_mm_ammmm_mm_mm_m_mm__=mm_=_==_==_=_














function pitchRate(t : extended): extended;
begin
if (t < Time[StartPitchl]) then pitchRate :- 0.00 else
if (t < Time[StopPitchl] ) then pitchRate :- -0.50 else
if (t < Time[StartPitch2]) then pitchRate :- 0.00 else
if (t < Time[StopPitch2] ) then pitchRate :- -0.50 else
if (t < tend) then pitchRate :- 0.00;
end;
mmm_mmmmmnmmmmmmnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm_m_n}






























u[vtot] :- sqrt(sqr(u[yd])+sqr(u[xd])) ;
u[press] :- pressure (u [y] ) ;
u[dens] :- density (u [y] ) ;
end;
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm*mm_m*_}







for i :- 1 to numTotEquations do begin
if (i in printset) then write(outfile,'
-',u[i] :12:2) ;
-',u[i] :12:2) ;











writeln( 'Time - ',t:7:2) ;
for j :- 1 to numTotEquations do
if (J in printset) then begin
i :- i+1;
write(outfile,'u[',j:2,'] -',u[j]:12:2,' ');
write( 'u[',j:2,'] -',u[j] :12:2,' ');












write (outfile, t :7:2, tab) ;
for j :- 1 to numTotEquations do






( mmsmmmmRmm=mmmism msmmsmmmmmmm mIImmmmmnmlm=ammmJlJm_umu mlmim igmm__ _ _ _ _ i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ }
{ Total function defining variables in terms of one another... }









: f :- thr*cos(u[th]/conv)*g(u[y])/u[wt];
: f :- u[xd];
: f :- thr*sin(u[th]/conv)*g(u[y])/u[wt] - g(u[y]) ;
: f :-u[yd];
: f :-wtd;















n :- trunc ((tend-tbegin)/dr) ;
{ Number of integration equations }
{ Number of steps }
{ Set names of all variables.. }
printset :- [xd, x, yd, y, wt,vtot,th,gamma,thrust,press,dens];
{ Set design variables.. }
wt0 :- 2769714.29; { Ibf }
DryWtBooster :- 170000.00; { ibf }
DryWtOrbiter :- 260000.00; { ibf }
Time[Separation] :- 148.00; { seconds }
Time[Shutdown] :- 394.00; { seconds }
Time[StartPitchl] :- 20.00; { seconds }
Time[StopPitchl] :- 140.00; { seconds }
Time[StartPitch2] :- 160.00;' { seconds }
Time[StopPitch2] :- Time[StartPitch2] + 38.00; { seconds }
{ Set initial conditions of all variables.. }
initVariables;
{ Echo initial conditions of all variables in the printing set...
print(3);
{ Beginning of time-step loop_ }
for i :- 1 to n do begin
{ Computation of other, non time-dependent variables.. }
if (t - Time[Separation]) then u[wt] :- u[wt] - DryWtBooster;
thrMax :- thrustAvail(u[y]);
if (t < Time[Separation]) then thr :- 10*thrMax else
if (t < Time[Shutdown] ) then thr :- 4*thrMax else
if (t < tend) then thr :- 0*thrMax;
u[press] :- pressure (u [y] ) ;
u[dens] :- density (u [y] ) ;
u[thrust] :- thr;
if (t < Time[Separation]) then wtd :- 10*wtd0 else
if {t < Time[Shutdown] ) then wtd :- 4*wtd0 else
if (t < tend) then wtd :- 0;
thd :- pitchRate (t) ;
if (u[th] > 360.00) then u[th] :-u[th] -360.00;
if (u[th] <-360.00) then u[th] :-u[th] + 360.00;
{ Runge-Kutta 4th-Order integration loop of all variables.. }
for j :- 1 to m do
k[l,J] :- dt*f(j,t,u);
for j :- 1 to m do
uu(J] :- u[j] + k[l,j]/2;
for j :- 1 to m do




for j :- 1 to m do
uu[J] :- u[j] + k[2,j]/2;
for j :- 1 to m do
k[3, J] :- dt*f(j,t+dt/2,uu) ;
for j :- 1 to m do
uu[J] :- u[j] + k[3, j];
for J :- 1 to m do
k[4, J] :- dt*f(j,t+dt,uu) ;
for j :- 1 to m do
u[j] :-u[j] + (k[l,j]+2*k[2, j]+2*k[3, j]+k[4, j])/6;
t :- tbegin + i*dt;
u[vtot] :- sqrt(sqr(u[xd])+sqr(u[yd])) ;
if (u[xd] > O) then u[gamma] :- arctan(u[yd]/u[xd])*conv else
u[gamma] :- 90.00;
{ Printing parameters.. }

















































































































,0.00 30.83 45.91 2741232.29
.00 0.00 41.41 82.01 27317.38.29

























































































































































































































































































































































































2076652.2973.00 674.10 ,11382.66 1249.47 39175.35
74_00 702.30 12070.80 1273.38 40436.77 2067158.29






























































22754.22 1568.45 57476.08 1953230.29i
23867.94 1593.33 59056.96 1943736.29
25019.34 1618.33 1934242.29
26209.23 1643.44 62293.65 1924748.29
27438.39 1668.64 63949.69 1915254.29
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A B C D E F
211.00 7957..00 595392.98 2051.021 363364.02 955353.49
214 212.00 8012..68 603377.801 2030.761 365404.90 951555.89
2151 213.004 8068.58 611418..411 2010.54! 367425.551 947758.29
216 i 214.001 8124.69 619515.031 1990.38 369426.011 943960.69
217 i 215.00 8181.01 627667.861 1970.26 371406.32 940163.09
2181 216.00i 8237.55 635877.12 1950.19 373366.55 936365.49
219! 217.00 8294.31 644143.03 1930.171 375306.731 932567.89
220 218.001 8351.27 652465.811 1910.20 377226.91: 928770.29
221 219.00i 8408.50 660845.69 1890.28 379127.15 924972.69
222 220.00 8465.93 669282.88 1,870.401 381007.49 921175.09
223 221.001 8523.59 677777.621 1850.581 382867.971 917377,.49
224 222.00 8581.47 686330.131 1830.81 384708.664 913579.89
225 223.00 8639,.59 694940.64 !811.08 386529.60i 909782.29
2261 224.001 8697.94 703609.39 1791.41 38833.9.85 995984.69
227 ! 225.00! 8756.531 712336.60 1771.79 390112.44 902187.09
2281 226.00 8815.35 721122.52 1752.22 391874.441 898389.49
229 227.00 8874.41 729967.38 1732.70 393616.89J 894591.89
23 0 228.001 8933.72 738871.42 1713.23 395339.851 8,90794.29
2311 229.001 8993.27i 747834.89 1693.81 397043.36 886996.69
2321 230.00 9053.061 756858.03 1674.45 398727.49 883199.09

































232.00 9173.401 775084.32 1635.89 402037.79 875603.89
233.00 9233.941 784287.97 1616.68 403664.07 871806.29
234.00 9294.74 ?93552.29 1597.54 405271.18 868008.69
235.00 9355.80 802877.54 1578.44 40685.9.16 864211_09
236.00 9417.12 812263.98 1559.43 408428.08 860413.49
237.00 9478.70 821711.8( 1540.42 409977.99 856615.89



























840793.04 1502.63 413021.01 849020.69
845223.09850426.86 1483.81 414514.22
860123.21 1465.06 415988.65 841425.49
869882.34 1.446.36 417444.36 837627.89
879704.54 1427.72 418881.39 833830.29
889590.09 1409.14 420299.81 830032.69
899539.26 1390.61 421699.68 826235.09
909552.35 1372.15 423081.06 822437.49
424444.001353.75919629.64 818639.89
814842.29929771.41 1335.40 425788.57
939977.96 1317.12 427114.83 811044.691










1002594.41 1208.74 434691.29 788259.09
1013262.86 1190.90 435891.11 784461.:49
1023998.53 1173.13 437073.12 780663.89
1034801.75 1155.42 438237.38 776866.29
1045672.84 1137.77 439,383.97 773068.69
1056612.12 1120.20 440512.95 769271.09
1067619.92 1102.69 441624.39 765473.49

















































































268.00 11532 .60 982.08
269.001 i1604 .87 965.13
270.001 11675 .78 948.26























































































































1582525.71 452.06 473014.70 609771.89
1596761.86 438.09 473459.76 605974.29
1611084.74 424.24 473890.92 602176.69
1625494.88 410.49 474308.27 598379.09





1684019.21 356.59 475841.85 58,3188.69
1698874.07 343.40 476191.83 579391.09
1713819.62 330.33 476528.69 575593.49
1728856.44 317.37 476852.53 571795.89
1743985.13 304.53 477163.47 567998.29
1759206.31 291.81 477461.64 564200.69
1774520.60 279.22 477747.14 560403.09





































































319.0 p 1836721.54 230.09
320.09 15837.83 1852510.98 218.13
321.00 15935.18 1868397.42 206.30





































































































































































































































































































































































388.00 24801.55 3201533.35 -130.48 475614.82 283178.29
389.00 24988.35 3226428.09 -124.94 475487.07 279380.69
390.00 25177.70 3251510.89 -118.89 475365.11 27,5583.09
391.00 25369.68 3276784.36 -112.33 475249.45 271785.49
392.00 25564.37 3302251.16 -105.25 475140.62 267987.89
393.00 25761.83 3327914.02 -97.63 475039.,,13 264190.29
394.00 25962.16 3353775.78 -89.46 474945.54 260392.69
395.00 25962.16 3379737.94 -120.22 474840.70 260392.69
396.00 25962.16 3405700.10 -150.98 474705.10 260392.69
397.00 25962.16 3431662.26 -181.74 474538.74 260392.69
398.00 25962.16 3457624.42 -2!2.51 474341.61 260392.69






401.00 3535510.91 473565.64 260392.69
402.00 25962.16 3561473.07 -335.57 473245.46 260392.69
403.00 25962.16 3587435.23 -366.34 472894.50 260392.69
404.00 25962.16 3613397.39 -397.11 472512.78 260392.69
405.00 25962.16 3639359.55 -427.88 472100.28 260392.69
406.00 25962.16 3665321.71 -458.65 471657.02 260392.69


















































416.00 25962..16 3924943.32 465531.65i 260392.69















































































90.00 0.00 90.00 0.00 14.700000 0.002377 ,
90.00 10.13 90.00 3635328.12 14.697595 0002376
90,.00 20.40 90.00 3635599.61 14.689235 0.002375
3636068.00 14.67481090.00 30.83 90.00














90.00 120.10 90.001 3647137.44
90.00 132.04 90.00i. 3649456.35





























































































































































































769.70 74.98 3864242.41 7.648051 0.001237















































































71.50 941.62 70.72 3914820.40 0.00098_
71.00 967.94 70.12 3921793.57 0.00095(
70.50 994.71 69.53 3928,679.34 0.00091(





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































25.82 1739967.90 0.000552 0.000000
25.57 1739971.27 0.000494 0.000000
25.32 1739974.29 0.000443 0.0000010
25.07 1739976.97 0.000396 0.000000
24.82 1739979.37 0.000355 0.000000
24.57 1739981.51 0.000318 0.000000






23.55 1739988.01 0.000206 0.000000
1739989.23 0.000185 0.000000
21.00 679!.37 23.03 1739990.32 0.000167 0.000000
20.50 6829.65 22.77 1739991.29 0.000150 0.000000











































































































































































































11.00 8566.97 12.88 1739999.76 0.000004
11.00 8618.35 12.67 1739999.78 0.000004






II.00 8774.59 1739999_82 0.000003
11.00 8827.37 11.84 1739999.83 0.000003










































11.00 9262.19 10.29 1739999.90 0.000002 0.000000
11.00 9318_12 10.11 1739999.91 0.000002 0.000000
11.00 9374.40 9.93 1739999.92 0.000001 0.000000
11.00 9431.03 9.75 1739999_92 0.000001 ....0.000000






II.00 9.23 0.000001 0.000000
11.00 9661.10 9.06 1739999.94 0.000001 0.000000
11.00 9719.51 8.89 1739999.94 0.000001 0.000000
II.00 9778.28 8.73 1739999.95 0.000001 0.000000
11.00 9837.40 8.56 1739999.95 0.000001 0.000000
11.00 9896.88 8.40 1739999.95 0.009001 0.000000
11.00 9956.72 8.24 1739999.95; 0.000001 0.000000
11.00 10016.92 8.09 1739999.96 0.000001 0.000000
11.00 10077.49 7.93 1739999.96 0.000001 0.000000
11.00 10138.42 7.78 1739999.96; 0.000001 0.000000






11.00 10323.41 1739999.97! 0.000001 o.0000QO











































ii.00 10964.32 5.96; 1739999.98
11.00 11030.52 5.831 1739999.98
11.00 11097.10 5.701 1739999.98























































































































































































































































































































































































































11.00 1564,7.02 0.89 1740000.00 0.000000 0.000000
11.00 15742.83 0.84 1740000.00 _ 0.000000 0.000000
11.00 15839.33 0.79 1740000.00 0.000000
11.00 15936.51 0.74 1740000.00 0.000000
11.00 16034.40 0.70 1740000.001 0.000000





0.00000011.00 16232.31 0.61 1740000.001 0.000000
11.00 16332.36 0.56 1740000.00 0.000000 0_000000
11.00 16433.15 0.52 1740000.00 0.000000 0.000000
11.00 16534.68 0.48i 1740000.00 0.000000 0.000000
11.00!16636.98 0.44! 1740000.00 0.000000 0.000000
11.00 16740.05 0.40 1740000.00 0.000000 0.000000
11.00 16843.90 0.361 1740000.00 0.000000 0.000000
11.00 16948.54 0.321 1740000.00 0.000000 0.000000
II.001 17053.99 0.291 1740000.00 0.000000
11.00i 17160.26 0.25 1740000.00 0.000000
11.00i 17593.76 0.12 1740000.00
o.ooooq.o
0.000000
Ii.00 17267.36 0.22 1740000.0,0 0.090000 0.00.0000
11.Q0 17375.30 0.18 1740000.00 0.0000001 0.000000
Ii.0,01 17484.10 0.!51 1740000.00 0.0000001 0.0000o0
0.000000 0.000000
11.00 17704.31 0.09 1740000.00 0.0000001
11.00 17815.76 0.061 1740000.00 0.000000!


























18622.20 -0.12 1740000.00 0.000000
18741.35 -0.15 1740000.00 0.000000













































































































-0.41 1740000.00 0.000000 0.000000
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The NASA ground rules for the Shuttle II specified two orbits into which the orbiter must be
capable of launching: a 270 nautical mile orbit due east of Kennedy Space Center, and a 150
nautical mile polar orbit. To verify the feasibility of the proposed ASTS configuration, it
was necessary to determine the types and magnitudes of the orbital maneuvers that would
be necessary for orbit inserton. As a starting point, the output data for the final position and
velocity from the launch simulation program was used. This data places the orbiter at an
initial altitude of 78.1 nautical miles with a velocity of 25,962 feet per second.
4.1 The Insertion Orbit
The initial position and velocity of the orbiter place the orbiter originally at the perigee of
an elliptical orbit. The semi major axis of this orbit, al, was calculated using the Vis-Viva
equation:
v, "- r,
where rl is the sum of the altitude of the orbit and the radius of the earth (20925672.57 feet).
The eccentricity of this first orbit, and the altitude and velocity at the apogee of this orbit
were calculated using simple geometric relationships. The pertinent data on the first orbit
is as follows:
el = .02473
al = 21,943_A4 feet
= 2_485_71 feet
Vlap = 24,709 feet/second
4.2 The 270 Natdlcal Mile Orbit
In order to provide a minimum energy transfer between the insertion orbit and the 270 nmi
orbit, an elliptical transfer orbit was used (see figure 4.2).
The 270 nmi orbit has a radius of a2 = 22,567_272 ft. The semi major axis of the transfer
ellipse, at, has a value of (al +a2)/2 = 22,255,258 ft.
The velocitiesat periapsisand apoapsisofthe transferellipse,as wellas the velocityfor
the circularorbitwere calculatedusing the Vis-Viva equation again.
c ;) (--): - " ?- 'r_ _tv rt _
The followingvalueswere calculatedforthe velocitiesand the velocitychanges needed for
insertionintoa 270 nmi orbit:






The totalimpulsicechange invelocityforthisorbitalmaneuver is351 R/sec.
4.3 The 150 Nautical Mile Orbit
The path ofthe ellipticalorbittransferorbitused forthismaneuver isshown in figure4.3.
The velocityand radiusofthe 150 nmi orbitare found tobe
r150 21837672 ft
V150 ' 25389 R/sec
Following the sane procedure as before in order to obtain the velocity changes necessary







The total impulsive change in velocity for this orbital transfer is -61 ft/sec. These two





















































ROt Speed 1525 .9259
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Figure 4.2.1:270 NauticalMile OrbitalTransfer
Rgure 4.3.1: 150 Nautical Mile Polar OrbitalTransfer
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5.0 Stability and Control Analysis
Stabilityand ControlAnalysisforthe Advanced Space TransportationSystem was
performed using geometricShuttledata and empiricaland graphicalmethods given by
Etkin,Roskam and Smetana. The geometricparameters used toperform the analysis
includedphysicaldata forthe wing,the body, and the verticaltail.
In ordertodetermine stabilityand controlderivatives,the geometricdata forthe ShuttleII
must be used todetermine aerodynamic parameters such as aspectratio,wing taperratio,
and the mean aerodynamic chord.
'A'isthe aspectratioand isdefinedtobe equaltob2/S;b isthe wing span and S isthe wing
planform area. 'S'can be easilydetermined using the followingformula: S=(cr+Ct)(b/2),
where Cristhe wing rootchord and ctisthe wing tipchord.The ratioofthe wing tipchord to
the wing rootchord isin itselfand importantphysicalparameter known simply as the
taperratio,_..The value ofthe mean aerodynamic chord (thewing chord which passes
through the centroidofeitherhalf-wing)can be found by integratingthe equationforthe
square ofthe wing chord:c2 = {Cr-[(Cr-Ct)/(b/2)]y}2 overthe span ofhalfa wing and
multiplyingby 2/S.All ofthese aerodynamic parameters have been calculatedand are
found in the ExecutiveSummary in Tables 3.2.1and 3.3.1.
5.1 Determination of CLcx
CLa isan extremelyimportant stabilityderivativedescribingthe change in liftofan
aircraftdue tovariationin angle of attack.
Roskam givesthe followingformula fordetermining CLa:
CLa = KwbCLaw
where Kwb =1 -.25(d/b)2 + 0.25(d/b)
and CLaw = 2r_J{2+[(A2B2/K2)(l+tan2Ac/2/B2)+4]1/2}
In these equations: d = body diameteratrootchord= 30 i_.
b = wing span = 127.7ft.
A = wing aspectratio= 2.8
= compressibilityparameter = (1-M2) 1/2(forsubsonicflight)
K = ratioofactualwing sectionleftcurveslopeto2_
Ac/2= sweep ofthe wing half-chordline= 34°
Since theseequationsare usefulonlyforMach numbers lessthan the criticalMach
number, K isassumed tobe approximately1.Hence, the followingvaluesforCLa are
obtained:
0.0 - 0.3 1.0 2.97
0.3 - 0.6 0.775 3.09
0.6-Mcr 0.415 3.33
Itisapparent thatthesevaluesaloneforthe lift-curveslope(althoughcorrect)cannotbe
used torepresentCLa fortheASTS. For thisreason,methods ofestimatingCLa at higher
Mach numbers and varying Reynolds numbers (from Dynamics ofFright,by Etkin)were
employed.
_5
Etkin presents a graphical method by which the lift-curve slope of an aircraft may be
obtained as a function of its geometrical parameters. Before incorporating Etkin's method,
values for t/¢ and _ (defined in Figure 5.1.1) were assumed to be 0.06 and 5 °, respectively.
Using Figure 5.1.1 the following section lift curve slopes were obtained:
10e 0.87 5.74
107 0.93 6.14
io s 0.95 627
Itfollowsthatthesevaluesforthe actualliftcurve slopeare good approximations for
transitionboth at the leadingedge and at c/2.
These valuesof(a1)0 were then used in conjunctionwith Figure 5.1.2toestimate the
overallaircraftfillcurve slope.Also,Etkin definesK as [(al)0ml2_]_and A_ as the
compressibilitysweep parameter equal totan"1(tanAc/4/_).







































0.804 3.06 0.049 2.57
=l ,,,
0.860 2.87 0.048 2.69
,,
0.878 2.81 0.048 2.74
i
0.589 3.06 0.045 2.36
0.629 2.87 0.043 2.41





















Note thatthesevaluesofCLa are slightlyhigher than thoseestimated using the method
outlined by Roskam.
Etkin presents a system forpredictingCLa forMach numbers greaterthan the critical
Mach number using the graphicalmethod shown in Figure 5.1.3which isa functionofA,
M, k, and Ac/2.Results using thisfigureare listedinTable 5.1.2.
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PredictionofCLa forMach numbers greaterthan approximately 2.8 was not possibledue to
the lackof a proper estimationtechnique.
1 1
5.2 Determination of the Neutral Point, hn
The overall aircraR neutral point, hn, is defined as the point where the pitching moment is
invariant with angle of attack. It is further defined geometrically by Figure 5.2.1.
Roskam gives the following relationship for determining the neutral point :





AhnB = - (dM/da)/(qScCLaw)
dM/da = (q/36.5)S Wf2(Xi)d_/daAXi
Note that Roskam defines both the neutral point, hn, and the aerodynamic center, Xac/c, as
the same quantity.
Using the relationshipsforahnB, itwas found thatthe body had littleorno effecton the
overallaircraftneutral point.Therefore,determination ofthe neutral pointisreduced to
the followingform:
hn = kl[(Xac'/Cr)-k2]
XacYcr,kl, and k2 are found using Figures 5.2.2,5.2.3,and 5.2.4,respectively.Using
these figurestogetherwith known geometricdata and the relationshipforhn, the following
resultswere obtained.
I
Table 5.2.1. Neutral Point of the ASTS for M < Me='
Mnmge p Xac'/c 
1,0 0.580.0 - 0.3
o'.3o.6 o.88












These values for hn show that as the Mach is increased, the neutral point begins to move
gradually aft. This finding agrees with most aerodynamic data on similar aircraft.
It is important to determine the characteristics of a flight vehicle in as many of its flight
regimes as possible. Therefore, methods given by Etkin were used to find values of hn for
Mach numbers greater than the critical Mach number.
Etkin gives a graphicalmethod shown in Figure 5.2.5fordetermining hn as a functionof
A, M, _,and Ac/2.Using these variablesand Figure 5.2.5,the followingdata was obtained.













































Again,these numbers show that(asexpected)the neutralpointstartsout relativelycloseto
the quarter-chordforlow subsonicMath numbers and moves aftapproaching the half-
chord at higher supersonicMath numbers.
5.3 Determination of CMa
Cma is an extremely important stability derivative which dictates whether or not a
configurationhas positiveor negativestaticstability.Cma isdetermined through the
following equation:
Cma = CLa (h-hn)
where h represents the non-dimensional location of the aircraft center of gravity. For a
configuration to be statically stable, Cma must be negative; this requires that the quantity
(h - hn) must be negative. Xcg was determined by considering the location and weight of
the components of the ASTS. The distance between the center of gravity and the leading
edge of the mean aerodynamic chord (non-dimensionalized by dividing by the mean
aerodynamic chord) is defined as h. Upon completion of these calculations, it is found that
h = 0.136.
Hen_Cma = CLa (0.136 -hn)
5.4 CLa of Vertical Tail
56
The lii_curve slopeofthe verticaltailisdetermined by the geometric characteristicsofthe
verticaltailand isinfluencedby the change inflow characteristicsdue to the presence of
the wing and body combination.Figure 5.4.1shows the relationshipbetween (aF)B/alfora
verticaltailon a body ofcircularcrosssection.Using a value of i forD/h, (aF)B/alis
approximately 2.9.
Values o_or the verticaltailare determined using the same procedure as beforeforthe
wing. V_hn:this value isobtained itismultipliedby the factor(ap)B/alto correctforits
Iocation_'-_"mthe flowfieldrelativethe the wing and body.Itisassumed that the verticaltail
has approximately the same valuesoft/cand • as the wing sothatboth the wing and
verticaltailhave the same valuesfor (al)0.Using the geometric parameters forthe
verticaltailand Figures 5.1.2and 5.1.3the followingisfound.
II I II II | a










































Determination ofCLa corrected forthe verticaltailbeyond a Mach number of
approximately 1.6was not possible.
5.5 Determination of Clp
CIp isthe change in rollingmoment due to a variationin rollingvelocity.CIp isoften
referredto as the rollingmoment damping derivative.Etkin provides a graphical method
by which Clp can be calculatedbased on the followingparameters: _,K,A,X,and Ae (which
isdefined as tan"1[(1/_)tanAc/4]).Etkin'smethod ispresented here in Figure 5.5.1.Table
5.5.1containsthe valuesof Clp found using Etkin'smethod.
57
IClp























0.3 - 0.6 0.88 46
i
0.6 - Mcr 0.644 54


























does not vary greatly with Mach number, and is always negative.
5.6 Determlnatlon of Cll 
CI[3representsthe change in rollingmoment due to a change in sideslipangle,_.Cl_ is
primarilygoverned by the wing dihedralangle,the body and the verticaltail.For this
reason,Cl_ isoftenreferredtoas the effectivedihedralderivative.Etkin presentsa
graphicalmethod ofdetermining CI_ based on the effectsofthe wing, the body and the
verticaltail.This method utilizesFigure 5.6.1.Using thisfigure,itwas found that
Cl[3w= -.32CL.
The effect of the body on Cl_ is found using the equation:
(dCI_B = 1.2 (A)I/2Zw (h+w)/b2
where Zw = verticaldistanceofd4 pointbelow fuselagecenterline= 11.0ft.
h = average fuselageheightat wing root= 28.0ft.
w = average fuselagewidth atwing root= 30.0ft.
Using thisinformation:(ACI_)B = 0.08.
The effectofthe verticaltailon Cl_ isfound using the equation:
(ACI_)F= -aF (1 -da/d_)(VF/V)2SF ZF/(S b)
where ZF = verticaldistancebetween verticaltailAC and aircraftCG = 41.0 ft.
SF = VerticalTail planform area = 603 ft2.
Using thisequation under the assumption that da/d_ isnegligibleand VF/V is
approximately equal to 1:(ACI_)F= -0.033aF
Combining components: CI_= -0.32CL + 0.08-0.033aF
This equation holds for._llMach numbers below the criticalMach number.
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|5.7 Determination of Clr
Clr represents the change in rolling moment clue to yawing velocity, or simply rolling
moment due toyaw. Etkin dividesClr intotwo components:Clr due tothe wing and Clr due
to the vertical tail. Using Figure 5.7.1, (Clr) B = 0.23 CL.
The contributionofthe verticaltsJlon Clr isshown through the followingformula:
(Clr)F= aF SF ZF [z+(Itfb)]/(Sb)
where If= distancebetween verticaltailAC and the aircraftCG = 48.0ft.
Hence, (Clr)F= 0.079aF
Combining components: Clr = 0.23CL + 0.079 aF
This equation holds forallMach numbers below the criticalMach number.
5.8 Determination of Cni_
Cn_ isdefinedtorepresentthe change in yawing moment due to sideslipangle,9.Cn_ isa
very important stabilityderivativesinceitalone determines whether or not an aircrafthas
positiveweathercock stability;forpositiveweathercock stability,Cn{3must be positive.
Figure 5.8.1 shows the variation of Cn_/CL 2 as a function of wing aspect ratio, A, and wing
quarter-chord sweep angle, A.
Using Figure 5.8.1, Cn_ = 0.07 CL 2
5.9 Determlnatlon of Cnp
Cnp is a cross derivative defined as the change in yawing moment due to rolling velocity.
Etkin presents the following equation for determining Cnp:
Cnp = [(ACnp)I/CL] CL + [(ACnp)2/(CD0)a] (CDo)ct
where (ACnp)I/CL and (ACnp)2/(CD0)a are found from Figure 5.9.1
From Figure 5.9.1, (ACnp)Z/CL = -0.17 and (ACnp)2/(CD0)a = 19, so that Cnp may be written
as
Cnp ffi-0.17 CL + 19 (CD0)U.
5. I0 Determination of Cnr
Cnr isdefinedtobe the change in yawing moment due toyawing velocityand isoften
referredto as the damping inyaw derivative.Etkin presentsthe followingequation for
determining Cnr:
Cnr = [(&Cnr)I/CL2]CL 2 + [(ACnr)2/CD0]CD0
59
where [(ACnr)I/CL 2] and [(ACnr)2/CD0] are found from Figure 5.10.1
Figure 5.10.1 reveals that [(ACnr)I/CL 2] = -0.02 and [(ACnr)2/CD0] = -0.48, so that Cnr may be
written as
c= =-0.02CL2-0.48Cbo
5.11 Determination of CMq
Cmq isdefinedas the variationin pitchingmoment due to pitchvelocityor simply as the
damping in pitch.Smetana gives the followingrelationshipfor Cmq :
Cmq = - 2 x' Ix'l CLu/C2
where x'= distancefrom CG towing quarter-chord(positiveforforward CG) = -6.97ft.
Aftersubstitutingthe propergeometricand stabilityparameters, Cmq can be writtenas
Cmq = 0.0372CLa
5.12 Determination of Ctq
CLq isdefinedas the change in liftcoefficientdue topitchvelocity.Smetana givesthe
followingrelationshipfor CLq :
CLq = 2 x'CLa/C
Upon substitutionofknown geometricparameters, CLq iswrittenas
CLq= CL=
5.13 Determination of CDa
CDa isdefinedas the change in drag coe_cient due toa change in the angle ofattack.
Smetana gives the followingrelationshipfor CDa:
CDa = (dCD0/da)+ [2CL/(r,A)]CLa
Since (dCD0/da) isusually small,CDa may be writtensimply as [2 CL/(r_A)]CLa.
Therefore,CDa may be expressedas
CDa = 0.2274CL CLa.
5.14 Determination of Cy_
Cy_ isdefinedas the change in sideforce,y,due toa change in sideslipangle,_.Smetana
breaks Cy_ up into3 components: thatofthe wing, body, and verticaltail.
(C,y[3)w = CL2 (6 tan A sin A)/[A(A + 4 cosA)]
Upon substitution, (Cy_)w = 0.2232 CL2
6O
i /
(Cy_)_ = -k_ (CLa)B (S_/S)
where SB = body reference area = 3733 fl;2
ki = interference factor determined from Figure 5.14.1
Figure ft. 14.1 gives ki as a function of Zw/(d/2) where Zw is the distance from body
centerline to quarter-chord point of exposed wing root chord (positive for quarter-chord
point below body centerUne) and d is the max body height at wing/body intersection.
Zw= ll.0m
d= 25.0R.
From Figure 6.14.1, ki = 1.44
Smetana gives the followingvalues of (CLa)B:
(CLa) circularbody = 0.0525rad"1
(CLa) rectangularbody = 0.1253 md "1
Since the ASTS configurationisa combination ofthese two shapes,let(CLa)B = 0.08rad"1
Now thatallvaluesneeded are known, (Cy_)B = -0.074
(Cy_F = -k(CLa)F (1+ da/d_)SF/S
k isfound from Figure 5.14.2and isa functionof[b_4(2rl)].
by = vertical tail span = 29.0 it.
rl = fuselage diameter in tail area = 30 i_
From Figure 5.14.2, k = 0.75
Ifitisassumed thatda/dB isnegligiblethen (Cy_)Fmay be expressedas
(Cy_)F = -0.078 aF
Combining all components: Cy_ - 0.2232 CL2 - 0.074 - 0.078 aF
i
5.15 Determination of Cyp
Cyp represents the change in side force due to rolling velocity. Smetana expresses Cyp as
the sum ofthe contributionsdue tothe wing and the verticaltail.
(Cyp)w = CL {[(A + cosA) tanA/(A + 4 cosA)] + l/A}
Substitution into (Cyp)w yields (Cyp)w = 0.91 CL
(Cyp)F = -2aF SF ZF/(Sb)
All ofthese parameters have been definedpreviouslysothat (Cyp)F = -0.067aF
Combining thesetwo:Cyp = 0.91CL -0.067aF
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5.16 Determination of Cyr
Cyr is defined as the change in side force due to yawing velocity. Smetana expresses Cyr
as the sum of the contributions due to the wing and the vertical tail.
(c,_._, = 0.z43 CL- 0.05
(Cyr)F = -2 If (Cyr)F/b = -0.752 (Cyr)F
So that, Cyr = 0.143 CL- 0.05- 0.752 (Cyr)F
5.17 Dynamic Stability Matrices
Once the proper stability derivatives have been determined, it is possible to use them to
investigate the dynamic stability of the configuration. Presented here are the longitudinal
and lateral stability matrices corresponding to the non-dimensional, controls fixed,
linearized equations of motion for a rigid aircrai_.
LonL, itudinal Eouations;
DxfAx where x = (u a q O)T




A(2,z) = (Czu - 2 CLO)/(2_ - CZ=)
A(2,2) = CZo/(2_ - CzoJ
A(2,3) = (2_ + CZq)/(21_ - CZa)
A(2,4) = -CL0 tane0/(21_ - CZo)
A(3,1) = (CMu + Cma A(2,1))/iB
A(3,2) = (CMa + Cma A(2,2))/iB
A(3,3) = (CMq + Cma A(2,3))/iB





where = m/(p S d2)
iB = Iyy/[p S (c/2) 3]
C'_ = CL0 - CD=
CZ= = -CL= - CD0
CZu = - (M2/1-M 2) CL°
czq=-C 
CDm = CDu[M
C'xu= -2 (Cvo + CL0 taneo) - M Corn
CZ= = 0.0
!, Lateral Equations:
Dy=By wherey=(B p r _)T




B(2,1) = (iC CI_ + iE Cn_)/A
B(2,2) = (iC Clp + iE Cnp)/A
B(2,3) = (iC Clr + iE Cnr)/A
B(2,4) = 0.0
B(3,1) = (iA Cn_ + iE CI_)/A
B(3,2) = (iA Cnp + iE Clp)/A






where = m/(p S b/2)
A = iA ic - iE 2
iA = Ixx/[p S (b/2) 3]
iC = Izz/[p S (b/2)3]
iz = Ixz/[p S (b/2) s]
Once the matrices A and B are found, their Eigen Values can be determined. These Eigen
values reflect whether or not the system is stable. For a system to asymptotically stable, all
of its Eigen values must have negative real parts.
The matrices A and B were calculated using a computer program written in FORTRAN.
The program and results of the investigation of the dynamic stability for landing
(assuming 00 = 10° and U0 = 300 ft/sec and L = W) are listed on pages 66 and 71.
5.18 Determination of Clsa
Cl_a describes the variation in rolling moment with change in aileron deflection; often,
this stability derivative is referred to as the aileron power. Smetana gives the following
equation for Clb_:
A5
Cl_a = [2 CLa _/(S b)] \ c y dy
_2
where c is the equation for the wing chord as a function of wing span, y:
c = Cr- [(Cr-Ct)/(b/2)] y = 73.125 - 0.863 y
and a and b represent the spanwise distance for the body centerline to the inner and outer
aileron points, respectively.
a= 27.0fl. b= 58.5R.
is a correction factor which is a function of the aileron chord to wing chord ratio. _ is
determined from Figure 5.18.1. Since the ratio of aileron chord to wing chord is not
constant over the span of the aileron, the average value was used to determine _.
(ca/Cw)avg = 0.33 t=0.57
Upon integration and substitution of the proper values,
Clbl = 0.071 CLa.
5.19 Determination of CI_
Cl6ris the variationin rollingmoment coefflcientwith change in rudder deflection.
Smetana gives the followingformula for estimating ClSr:
ClSr = aF _ SF ZF/(S b)
Here, z is a function of the rudder area to vertical tail area ratio.
SF; 603fl2
Sr=157" I _j/ i _ ,
Hence, Sx4SF = 0_261so that from Figure 5.19.1, g = 0.48.
Substitutionintothe equationforClSrresultsin
C_ar= 0.0158aF.
5.20 Determination of Cn&
CnSr is the variationin yawing moment coefficientwith a change in rudder deflectionand
isoftenreferredtoas the rudder power. Smetana givesthe followingrelationshipforCnSr
Cn6r = -aF "_SF Itf(Sb)
As with Cl_r,the value of_ isdetermined from Figure5.19.1and has a value of0.48 so that
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CONTROI.S FI'(F:".O I_ONGTTUBINAL ANI) I..ATERAI-
BYNAM.TC STAB!IL.]ITY AHD CONTROL. PROGRAM
FOR THE SECOND GENERAT]TON SF'ACE
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM,
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ALAT( 1,1 )=CYB/(2, O*MULAT)
ALAT(1,2) =CYF'/(2. O*MULAT)
ALAT (I.',3) =" (2 oO*MULAT-CYR) / (2, O*i'iULAT)
ALAT( i, 4) =C{..0/(2 _O*MLIL..AT)
ALAT (2,1) = (ICE_AT:_(CLB+IELAI'*CNB)/DEf...
ALAT (2,2) = (ICLAI*CL.F'+IELAI'*CNF')/BEI_
ALAT (2,.3) = (ICLAT*CLR+IELAT*CNR)II'iEL
ALAT (2,4) =0,.0
ALAT (3_.1 )= (IALAT*CNB+IELAT*CLB)/DEL



















FORMAT(//////,25X,'THE STABII. ITY MATRIX CORRESF'ONDING TO',/,
* 20X,'THE NONDIMENSIONAL, CONTROLS FIXED, LINEARIZED,',/_
* 25X,'LONGITUDINAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR',/,
* 35X,'A RIGID AIRF'LANE',//)
FORMAT(II//,25X,'THE STABILITY MATRIX CORRESF'ONLIHG TO',/,
• I * r"'r " /* 20X,'THE NONDIMENSIONAL, CONTROLS FIXE[, LINEHr_.ZL'I), , ,
* 28X,'LATERAL EQUATIONS OF MOTION FOR',/,
* 35X,'A RIGID AIRPLANE',//)








GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION (FT/SEC-2) =
WING AREA (FT'2) =
WEIGHT (LB) =
WING SPAN (FT) =
MEAN AERODYNAMIC CHORD (FT) -
AIRSPEED (FT/SEC) =
AIR DENSITY (SLUGS/FT'3) =

































































THE STABILITY MATRIX CO,_,_ESF'C)N£.ING TO
THE NI]NDIHENS:IZONAL_ CONTROLS F']:XEDr I..INEAR]:ZE.I):















THE STABILITY MATRIX CORRESPONDING TO
NONDIMENSIONAL, CONTROLS FIXED, LINEARIZED_
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Figure 5.1.1. Lift curve slopes for two-dimensional incompressibleflow.
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Figure 5.1.3. Lift, curve slope for swept and tapered wings at supersonic speeds.
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Figure 5.2.2. Aerodynamic Center Location of LiRing Surfaces.
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Figure 5.2.3. Aerodynamic Center Transformation Constant KI
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Figure 5.2.5.Chordwise positionofthe mean aerodynamic centerofswept and tapered
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Figure 5.6.1.CI_ for straight-taperedwings with no dihedral.
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Figure 5.14.2.Values fork as a functionofthe ratioofverticaltailspan tofuselage
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Figure 5.19.1.Values forz As a functionofrudder area to verticaltailarea ratio.
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